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January on the Prairie
A monthly activity guide designed to complement
Written by Darcy Pattison
www.darcypattison.com

Illustrated by Kathleen Reitz
http://licoricegirl.blogspot.com/

Published by Sylvan Dell
www.sylvandellpublishing.com

Guide created by Debbie Gonzales
www.debbiegonzales.com

This guide is the first in a series of twelve, each focusing on the flora, fauna, weather patterns, and the
physical terrain of the prairie. Each guide offers an in-depth study of the prairie habitat through a variety of
cross-curricular activities. The monthly guides consist of cumulative content, each building upon the other,
in preparation for a comprehensive matching game comprised of the animal facts presented in the previous
guides.
Every guide contains a blank calendar grid with space allotted for artistic expression inspired by the
illustrations featured in Prairie Storms. The child is encouraged to fill in correct numeric dates in the
spaces provided. Upon completion of all twelve of their personal prairie monthly calendars, the child will
have creatively experienced a full year of life on the prairie!
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January’s Focus: Snow and the Prairie Chicken.
Did you know that high up where most clouds form, the temperature is
below freezing (32˚F/0˚C), so the water vapor turns to ice?
That the ice collects particles of soot, pollen, dust, and pollution, creating
snow crystals that grow until they are heavy enough to begin their trip
toward the ground?
And that if the air is below freezing all the way from the cloud to the
ground, then snowflakes stay snowflakes (Breen & Friestad, 76)?

A Wintery Experiment
Materials: Your household freezer, winter gloves, a softball-sized rock, and some
very cold water
Procedure:
•
•
•
•

Place rock in freezer for 5 to 7 days.
Place gloves on hands and remove rock from freeze.
Lightly sprinkle drops of water on the stone.
Observe and record changes on the surface of the stone.

Questions:
•
•
•
•

What changes occurred on the stone’s surface?
Were you surprised by the changes? Explain your reactions.
Did you guess that the stone’s frozen surface would cause change in the way that it did? How did
you know? Explain your hypothesis and your findings.
Do you think the changes have anything to do with the facts stated above? How so?

Hello, I am a prairie chicken. My scientific name is tympanchus cupido. I am an
herbivore because I eat seeds. I make my nest on the ground. My hatchlings are
downy and are able to follow me after they are born. I am famous for my mating
dance because I raise ear-like feathers over my head, inflate orange sacs on the
sides of my throat and strut around while making a deep, honking sound. I am
about 17 inches long and weigh between 1 ½ to 3 ½ pounds.
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February on the Prairie
A monthly activity guide designed to complement
Written by Darcy Pattison
www.darcypattison.com

Illustrated by Kathleen Reitz
http://licoricegirl.blogspot.com/

Published by Sylvan Dell
www.sylvandellpublishing.com

Guide created by Debbie Gonzales
www.debbiegonzales.com

This guide is the second t in a series of twelve, each focusing on the flora, fauna, weather patterns, and the
physical terrain of the prairie. Each guide offers an in-depth study of the prairie habitat through a variety of
cross-curricular activities. The guides consist of cumulative content, each building upon the other, in
preparation for a comprehensive matching game comprised of the animal facts presented in the previous
guides.
Every guide contains a blank calendar grid with space allotted for artistic expression inspired by the
illustrations featured in Prairie Storms. The child is encouraged to fill in correct numeric dates in the
spaces provided. Upon completion of all twelve of their personal prairie monthly calendars, the child will
have creatively experienced a full year of life on the prairie!
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February’s Focus – Clouds and the Ground Hog

Did you know that fog is simply a cloud hanging out near the
ground?
Clouds are floating collections of condensed water droplets. If you’ve
ever walked in fog, you’ve stepped through a cloud and didn’t even
know it (Breen & Friestad, 75)!

Experiment - Kitchen Cloud Making
Materials: A saucepan and lid, water, stove top and adult supervision
Procedure:
•
•
•
•

Fill saucepan halfway with water.
With the pan uncovered, bring water to boil.
When water is boiling rapidly, hold the cool saucepan lid over the water.
Make observations.

Questions:
•
•
•

What happens to the water vapor when it hits the lid? Describe your observations.
If warm water vapor rises, what happens when it hits the cool layers of the upper atmosphere?
Could it be that fog is formed in this same way? The warm vapor rises and is pushed down by the
cool atmospheric air, or that of a cool saucepan lid, creating a cloud-like fog toward the ground?

Hello, I am a ground hog. My scientific name is marmot monax. I am the largest
member of the squirrel family weighing close to 13 pounds. I am an herbivore
because I eat plants such as grass, bark, nuts, and fruit. I will gorge myself all
summer long to create enough fat to live on when hibernating in the winter.
Though I am usually seen moving about on the ground, I can climb trees and I am
a very good swimmer.
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March on the Prairie
A monthly activity guide designed to complement
Written by Darcy Pattison
www.darcypattison.com

Illustrated by Kathleen Reitz
http://licoricegirl.blogspot.com/

Published by Sylvan Dell
www.sylvandellpublishing.com

Guide created by Debbie Gonzales
www.debbiegonzales.com

This guide is the third in a series of twelve, each focusing on the flora, fauna, weather patterns, and the
physical terrain of the prairie. Each guide offers an in-depth study of the prairie habitat through a variety of
cross-curricular activities. The guides consist of cumulative content, each building upon the other, in
preparation for a comprehensive matching game comprised of the animal facts presented in the previous
guides.
Every guide contains a blank calendar grid with space allotted for artistic expression inspired by the
illustrations featured in Prairie Storms. The child is encouraged to fill in correct numeric dates in the
spaces provided. Upon completion of all twelve of their personal prairie monthly calendars, the child will
have creatively experienced a full year of life on the prairie!
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March’s Focus: Tornados, Feathers, and the Sand Hill Crane

A tornado is a violent rotating column of air extending from a
thunderstorm to the ground.
A funnel cloud is a rotating cone-shaped column of air extending
downward from the base of a thunderstorm, but not touching the ground.
When the funnel cloud reaches the ground it is called a tornado.
(Weather Wiz Kids)

Experiment: Fun with Feathers

Materials: A collection of various shaped feathers, a lit candle with adult supervision,
Note: Feathers are an extension of a bird’s skin, something like arm hairs are extensions of skin. Feathers
from different parts of the bird’s body are shaped differently. Sort though your collection of feathers and
classify them in three groups:
1. Feathers that are short and stiff along one side are wing feathers.
2. Feathers that are stiff down the center with both sides and are symmetrical are tail feathers
3. Feathers that are soft and downy are body feathers.
Try this: Observe how the tip of a feather can change candlelight into colors by looking into a glowing
candle through a feather. Light the candle. Move back and hold the feather in front of your face. Focus on
the tip of the feather as you gaze toward the lit candle.
•
•

What do you see? Describe your observation in your journal.
Look through the feather into the candle for a longer period of time. Now what do you see? Write
about your observations in your journal.

Hello, I am the sand hill crane. My scientific name is grus canadensis. I
make my home in open marshes, bogs, wet grasslands, and meadows. I do
not breed until I am 7 years old. I can live up to 20 years with my mate,
who I stay with all year old. I am an omnivore because I eat plants and
animals. I eat grains, seed, insects, and small vertebrates. My hatchings are
covered with down, walk almost as soon as they hatch from the egg, and
www.debbiegonzales.com can feed themselves within one day.
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April on the Prairie
A monthly activity guide designed to complement

Written by Darcy Pattison
www.darcypattison.com

Illustrated by Kathleen Reitz
http://licoricegirl.blogspot.com/

Published by Sylvan Dell
www.sylvandellpublishing.com

Guide created by Debbie Gonzales
www.debbiegonzales.com

This guide is the fourth in a series of twelve, each focusing on the flora, fauna, weather patterns, and the
physical terrain of the prairie. Each guide offers an in-depth study of the prairie habitat through a variety of
cross-curricular activities. The guides consist of cumulative content, each building upon the other, in
preparation for a comprehensive matching game comprised of the animal facts presented in the previous
guides.
Every guide contains a blank calendar grid with space allotted for artistic expression inspired by the
illustrations featured in Prairie Storms. The child is encouraged to fill in correct numeric dates in the
spaces provided. Upon completion of all twelve of their personal prairie monthly calendars, the child will
have creatively experienced a full year of life on the prairie!
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April’s Focus – Rain and the Prairie Dog
Floods cause more damage than any other type of weather disaster.
A flood happens when land that is normally dry is suddenly under water,
because heavy rain has caused a body of water to rise so fast that it
overflows.
Severe flood water can destroy entire towns and ruin large areas of
farmland (Breen & Friestad, 98).

Experiment - Homemade Rain
Materials: A teapot, water, ice, a metal ladle, adult supervision
Procedure:
•
•
•

Fill teapot with water and set to boil.
When water vapor is steaming out of the teapot spout, place ice in the ladle. Hold ladle, with the
ice inside, close to the teapot stream.
Hold ladle in this position for a few minutes. What do you observe building up on the base of the
ladle?

Observations:
•
•

What does this liquid building up on the underside of the ladle remind you of?
If you hold the ladle over the steam for a long period of time, what does the liquid condensation
beneath the ladle do? How does it fall from the ladle? Like drops? What kind of drops?
• Watch the water buildup closely.
Grasses, sedges, flowering plants, roots, seeds, and insects.
• Can you explain why this is happening? Write about it.

Hello, I am the prairie dog. My scientific name is cynomys ludovicianus. I
am an omnivore because I eat grasses, sedges, flowering plants, roots,
seeds, and insects. I am 12 inches high when I stand upright and can weigh
up to 3 pounds. I live in a complicated network of tunnels I’ve dug in the
ground. I am very social and live in close knit families known as ‘coteries’.
Together we enjoy our tunneled rooms for sleeping, rearing our young,
storing food and eliminating waste.
www.debbiegonzales.com
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May on the Prairie
A monthly activity guide designed to complement
Written by Darcy Pattison
www.darcypattison.com

Illustrated by Kathleen Reitz
http://licoricegirl.blogspot.com/

Published by Sylvan Dell
www.sylvandellpublishing.com

Guide created by Debbie Gonzales
www.debbiegonzales.com
This guide is the fifth in a series of twelve, each focusing on the flora, fauna, weather patterns, and the
physical terrain of the prairie. Each guide offers an in-depth study of the prairie habitat through a variety of
cross-curricular activities. The guides consist of cumulative content, each building upon the other, in
preparation for a comprehensive matching game comprised of the animal facts presented in the previous
guides.
Every guide contains a blank calendar grid with space allotted for artistic expression inspired by the
illustrations featured in Prairie Storms. The child is encouraged to fill in correct numeric dates in the
spaces provided. Upon completion of all twelve of their personal prairie monthly calendars, the child will
have creatively experienced a full year of life on the prairie!
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May’s Focus: Plants as Producers, the Red Fox, and the Mouse
Producers:
•
•
•

Use light energy from the sun to produce food
from carbon dioxide and water.
Herbivores eat only plants, or producers, to live.
Omnivores eat both plants and animals to live.

Pale Purple
Cone Flowers

Bottle Brush
Grass

Indian Grass

Experiment – Direction of the Roots
Materials: Wide-mouthed glass jar, black construction paper, bean seeds, sand,
blotting paper, elastic band, water
Procedure:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cut the blotting paper to fit around the inside of the jar.
Place the seeds between the blotting paper and the sides of the jar.
Fill the jar with sand and wet the sand.
Cut the construction paper large enough to wrap around the outside of the jar.
Hold the paper in place with the elastic band.
Keep the sand moist for a few days.
After a few days remove the black construction paper.
What do you see? What direction have the roots grown?

Observation:
Roots are sensitive to the force of gravity. They always grow downward.
-Priscilla Spears
I am the red fox. My scientific name is Vulpes vulpes. I am a solitary hunter –
a carnivore. Though I really like to eat mice, rabbits, and birds, I will eat fruit,
vegetable, fish, frogs and worms. I live for up to 4 years. I have red-brown fur
and yellow or brown eyes. My tail is very important to m because it helps me
stay balanced and keep me warm in the cold wintertime.
Hello, I am a mouse. My scientific name is mus musculus. While I am an herbivore
and eat only plants such as grains and fruit, I am a stable diet for many small
carnivores! Even though I have poor eyesight, I am remarkably adaptable to most
environments. Maybe this is due to my keen sense of hearing. I rely on my sense
of smell to locate food and to avoid predators.
www.debbiegonzales.com
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June on the Prairie
A monthly activity guide designed to complement

Written by Darcy Pattison
www.darcypattison.com

Illustrated by Kathleen Reitz
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Published by Sylvan Dell
www.sylvandellpublishing.com

Guide created by Debbie Gonzales
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This guide is the sixth in a series of twelve, each focusing on the flora, fauna, weather patterns, and the
physical terrain of the prairie. Each guide offers an in-depth study of the prairie habitat through a variety of
cross-curricular activities. The guides consist of cumulative content, each building upon the other, in
preparation for a comprehensive matching game comprised of the animal facts presented in the previous
guides.
Every guide contains a blank calendar grid with space allotted for artistic expression inspired by the
illustrations featured in Prairie Storms. The child is encouraged to fill in correct numeric dates in the
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spaces provided. Upon completion of all twelve of their personal prairie monthly calendars, the child will
have creatively experienced a full year of life on the prairie!

June’s Focus –Lightening and the White-Tailed Deer.

Within a thundercloud way up in the sky, many small bits of ice (frozen raindrops)
collide into each other as they move around in the air, creating an electric charge.
After a while, the whole cloud fills up with electrical charges. The ground also has an
electrical charge that concentrates around anything that sticks up, such as mountains,
people, or single trees. When the electrical charge from the cloud connects with that
on the ground a chemical reaction occurs and - CRASH - lightning is created!

Experiment - Make Lightning in Your Mouth
Materials: A pitch-black dark room, a peppermint or wintergreen lifesaver, a mirror,
y
your mouth
Procedure:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bring the mirror and mint with you as your enter a very dark place. A closet or bathroom works
well.
Hold the mirror in front of your face.
Place the mint in your mouth.
While keeping your mouth open, break the mint with your teeth.
Observe. You should see sparks and bluish light…just like real lightning!
You’ll need to rinse your mouth thoroughly with water before repeating the procedure.

Explanation:
Inside of the mints are tiny sugars that are released when the candy is broken apart. The sugars pop
like tiny
electrical
charges
when
they
come
in insects.
contact with the nitrogen in the air. When the
Grasses,
sedges,
flowering
plants,
roots,
seeds,
and
electrically charged sugar and nitrogen meet a spark is formed…like a tiny lightning bolt in your
mouth!

Hello, I am the white-tailed deer. My scientific name is odocoileus
virginianus. I get my name from the white underside of my tail, which you
can see when I sense danger. I am an omnivore because I graze on leaves,
nuts, twigs, grass, corn, alfalfa, lichens, and fungus. I am nocturnal, which
means that I am awake most of the night. You might see me browsing
around at dawn or dusk busily looking for food. I can sprint up to 30 miles
www.debbiegonzales.com and hour and leap 10 feet high, especially when Iwww.prairiestorms.com
am being chased by a
bobcat.
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July on the Prairie
A monthly activity guide designed to complement
Written by Darcy Pattison
www.darcypattison.com

Illustrated by Kathleen Reitz
http://licoricegirl.blogspot.com/

Published by Sylvan Dell
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Guide created by Debbie Gonzales
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This guide is the first in a series of twelve, each focusing on the flora, fauna, weather patterns, and the
physical terrain of the prairie. Each guide offers an in-depth study of the prairie habitat through a variety of
cross-curricular activities. The guides consist of cumulative content, each building upon the other, in
preparation for a comprehensive matching game comprised of the animal facts presented in the previous
guides.
Every guide contains a blank calendar grid with space allotted for artistic expression inspired by the
illustrations featured in Prairie Storms. The child is encouraged to fill in correct numeric dates in the
spaces provided. Upon completion of all twelve of their personal prairie monthly calendars, the child will
have creatively experienced a full year of life on the prairie!
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July’s Focus: Drought, Soil Layers, and the Skunk

A drought is a prolonged period of hot, dry weather with much less rain
than normal. Plants and animals suffer without water to drink. (Breen &
Friestad, 98).

Experiment – Soil Layers
Materials: a large glass jar with tight-fitting lid, sand, soot, pea-sized gravel,
fish tank rocks, water
Procedure:
•
•
•
•
•

Fill the jar 1/5 full with each of the elements lists: the sand, soot, gravel, and rocks.
Slowly fill the jar with water, allowing for it to soak through all of the soil layers.
Securely tighten the lid on the jar.
Place both hands on the jar and shake, mixing the layers completely.
Set the jar on a smooth surface. Observe over a period of a few hours.

Observations:
•
•
•

Once the various soil samples settle, notice how perfectly they form distinct layers.
Why do you think gravel settles to the bottom and soot moves to the top? Do you think this has
something to do with the weight of each soil sample?
Repeat the process and see if the same phenomenon occurs. Did it?

Hello, I am a skunk. My scientific name is mephitis memphitis. I am an
omnivore; actually I’m a nocturnal forager, which means I dig at night to find
fruits, plants, insects, larval worms, eggs, reptiles and small mammals to eat. I
nest in burrows and hollow logs. I am famous for my powerful predator
repellant – a hard-to-remove-foul-smelling spray. When I turn around and
release my spray the mist can travel as far as 10 feet away!
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August on the Prairie
A monthly activity guide designed to complement
Written by Darcy Pattison
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Illustrated by Kathleen Reitz
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Published by Sylvan Dell
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Guide created by Debbie Gonzales
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This guide is the eighth in a series of twelve, each focusing on the flora, fauna, weather patterns, and the
physical terrain of the prairie. Each guide offers an in-depth study of the prairie habitat through a variety of
cross-curricular activities. The guides consist of cumulative content, each building upon the other, in
preparation for a comprehensive matching game comprised of the animal facts presented in the previous
guides.
Every guide contains a blank calendar grid with space allotted for artistic expression inspired by the
illustrations featured in Prairie Storms. The child is encouraged to fill in correct numeric dates in the
spaces provided. Upon completion of all twelve of their personal prairie monthly calendars, the child will
have creatively experienced a full year of life on the prairie!
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August’s Focus – Heat and the Lizard
The Heat Index is a combination of air temperature and humidity that gives a description
of how the temperature feels. This is not the actual air temperature.
Heat Stroke is the most severe form of heat injury and is a life-threatening emergency. It is
the result of long, extreme exposure to the sun, in which a person does not sweat enough
to lower body temperature.
-Weather Wiz Kids

Experiment – Make a Thermometer
Materials: a clear, 11 oz. plastic bottle, water, rubbing alcohol, a clear plastic drinking straw,
modeling clay, and food coloring
Procedure:
•
•
•
•

Fill about ¼ of the bottle full with equal parts of water and rubbing alcohol and a few drops of
food coloring.
Put the straw in the bottle, but don’t let it touch the bottom.
Use modeling clay to seal the neck of the bottle so the straw stays in place making certain that the
straw does not touch the bottom of the bottle.
Hold your hands on the bottom of the bottle and watch the mixture move up the straw.

Explanation:
As in any thermometer, the mixture expands when it is warmed. As the alcohol expands the colored water
moves upward through the straw.
Grasses, sedges, flowering plants, roots, seeds, and insects.
-Weather Wiz Kids

Hello, I am the lizard. I am an omnivore because I eat bugs,
spiders, plants, and small animals. My skin is dry and scaly. I have
four legs, clawed feet, and a long tail. If you look closely you can
see my outside ear opening on the sides of my head. I use my
eyes to find food. I have jaws with teeth…and even have teeth on
the roof of my mouth!
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September on the Prairie
A monthly activity guide designed to complement
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This guide is the ninth in a series of twelve, each focusing on the flora, fauna, weather patterns, and the
physical terrain of the prairie. Each guide offers an in-depth study of the prairie habitat through a variety of
cross-curricular activities. The guides consist of cumulative content, each building upon the other, in
preparation for a comprehensive matching game comprised of the animal facts presented in the previous
guides.
Every guide contains a blank calendar grid with space allotted for artistic expression inspired by the
illustrations featured in Prairie Storms. The child is encouraged to fill in correct numeric dates in the
spaces provided. Upon completion of all twelve of their personal prairie monthly calendars, the child will
have creatively experienced a full year of life on the prairie!
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September’s Focus: Rainbows and Owls

On a bright sunny day, grab the garden hose. Standing with your back to the
sun, spray a fine mist so that the sunlight shines right through the water. You
made your own rainbow!
When the sunlight bounces off the droplets of water, it is separated into the
spectrum, and we see the colors of the rainbow – red, orange, yellow, green
blue, indigo, and violet. (Breen & Friestad, 25).

Experiment – Rainbow in a Glass
Materials: A glass of water, a mirror small enough to fit inside the glass, a piece of paper
Procedure:
•
•
•

Put the mirror in the glass of water so the mirror is at an angle and facing the sun.
Hold the piece of paper at a slant in front of the glass.
Move the paper until the seven colors of the rainbow appear on the paper.

Explanation:
•

Although it appears to light and colorless, light is really made up of seven colors. You used the
water and the mirror to bend, or refract, the sunlight so it separated into what is called a
spectrum – or the colors of the rainbow!
-Breen & Friestad (24)

Hello, I am the owl. My scientific name is stix occidentailis caurina. I
am carnivore because I eat squirrels, rats, mice, rodents, birds, insects
and reptiles. I am nocturnal, which means that I am awaked at night
and sleep during the day. I am about 18 inches tall. My wingspan is
about 48 inches wide. I weigh between 1 to 2 pounds. I can live in the
wild for close to 10 years and from 5 to 20 years in captivity.
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October on the Prairie
A monthly activity guide designed to complement
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This guide is the tenth in a series of twelve, each focusing on the flora, fauna, weather patterns, and the
physical terrain of the prairie. Each guide offers an in-depth study of the prairie habitat through a variety of
cross-curricular activities. The guides consist of cumulative content, each building upon the other, in
preparation for a comprehensive matching game comprised of the animal facts presented in the previous
guides.
Every guide contains a blank calendar grid with space allotted for artistic expression inspired by the
illustrations featured in Prairie Storms. The child is encouraged to fill in correct numeric dates in the
spaces provided. Upon completion of all twelve of their personal prairie monthly calendars, the child will
have creatively experienced a full year of life on the prairie!
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October’s Focus: Thunderstorms and the Cougar
Lightning and thunder are quite a team. Lightning is flashy and steals the
spotlight, but a clap of thunder makes you sit up and pay attention. As air
currents and cloud droplets bounce up and down inside a thundercloud,
static electricity builds up. The same kind of static electricity is released as
a very hot flash of light, as we see a bolt of lightning. The heat causes the
air to expand so rapidly that it creates a sound like an explosion. A
thunderclap!
(Breen & Friestad, 93)

Experiment – Make a Thunderstorm
Materials: clear, plastic container (size of shoebox), red food coloring, ice cubes made
blue food coloring

with

Procedure:
•
•
•
•
•

Fill the plastic container two-thirds full with lukewarm water
Let the water sit for one minute.
Place a blue ice cube at one end of the plastic container.
Add three drops of red food coloring to the water at the other end of the plastic container.
Observe.

Explanation:
The blue and cold water sinks while the red and warm water rises. This happens because of convection.
The blue water represents the cold air mass and the red water represents the warm, unstable air mass. A
thunderstorm is caused by unstable air and convection plays an important part. A body of warm air is
forced to rise by an approaching cold front therefore thunderstorm’s form.
Grasses, sedges, flowering plants, roots, seeds, and insects.
-Weather Wiz Kids

Hello, I am the cougar. My scientific name is puma concolor. I am a
carnivore because I eat both large mammals such as deer and smaller
mammals like mice, squirrels and rabbits. I am also known as the
panther, bobcat, mountain lion, and the catamount. I am the largest
wildcat in North America. I can leap as high as 15 feet in the air and as
far as 40 feet in a sprint. I measure slightly over 2 feet high at my
shoulders and weigh between 110 to 160 pounds.
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cross-curricular activities. The guides consist of cumulative content, each building upon the other, in
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November’s Focus – Sleet, The Water Cycle, and The Bald Eagle

Sleet is wintry precipitation.
Sleet consists of frozen raindrops that hit the earth’s surface as little ice
pellets.
Sleet is nearly always accompanied by freezing rain, leaving the ground an
icy glaze.
-Wise Geek

Experiment – The Water Cycle
Materials: Ice, hot plate, pot with lid, freezer
Procedure:
•
•
•
•
•

Place some ice in a pot. Place the pot on the hot place.
Turn on the hot plate. Observe.
Continue heating the water until it boils. Observe.
Place some ice on the pot lid and hold it over the boiling water. Observe.
Place the water in the freezer. Observe.

Observations:
•

When heat was added, the ice melted. As heat was continually applies, the water turned to steam.
When the steam contacted the cold lid, it returned to the liquid form, water. When the water was
placed in the freezer, it returned to the solid form, ice.
Grasses, sedges, flowering plants, roots, seeds, and insects.
-Linda Aaquist

Hello, I am the bald eagle. My scientific name is haliaeetus
leucocoephalus. I am the only eagle that is unique to North America. I
have a while head, brown body, a hooked bill and my feet are yellow. I
rarely flap my wings. Instead, I open my majestic wingspan and soar. I
am a carnivore because I eat fish, carrion, small birds and rodents. I
weigh close to 14 pounds. I am close to 3 feet tall. My wingspan
stretches almost 7 feet wide. I can live to be between 20 to 30 years old.
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spaces provided. Upon completion of all twelve of their personal prairie monthly calendars, the child will
have creatively experienced a full year of life on the prairie!

December’s Focus: Storm Tracks, Reading a Weather Map, and the Bison

Storms often follow similar paths called storm tracks. Fair weather systems also
seem to follow similar paths.
Storms get stronger when they pick up moisture.
Storms lose their strength when they cross coastal mountain ranges.
Most storms travel at a constant speed (Breen & Friestad, 118).

Observation- Reading a Weather Map
There are simplified versions of weather maps
that appear on TV during the news forecast, on
the weather channels, and in the newspaper.
Check one out! You’ll be amazed at all of the
weather information you already know how to
interpret once you understand the symbols.
Listen to the next-day forecast and make notes.
Then, draw a weather map to illustrate
tomorrow’s weather (Breen & Friestad, 115).

Cold front: A type of front where colder air replaces warmer air
Warm front: A front in which cool air is replaced by warmer air.
Stationary Front: Forms when a cold front or warm front stops moving. This happens
Grasses,
sedges, flowering plants, roots, seeds, and insects.
when two masses of air are pushing against each other but neither is powerful
enough to move the other
Occluded front: A front that forms as a cyclone moves deeper into colder air.

Hello, I am the bison. My scientific name is bos bison. I am an herbivore
because I eat grasses and sedges. I have a large head and small curving
horns. My dark coat is long and shaggy in the front part of my body. The
rest of my fur is short and fine. I am about 6 feet tall when measured at
my shoulder. I weigh between 900 to 2,000 pounds and can live from
www.debbiegonzales.com
18 to 22 years in the wild. I am also known as www.prairiestorms.com
the buffalo and am the
largest land mammal in North America.
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Prairie Animal Match
Who am I?

The following activity is comprised from the animal descriptions
featured on each of the twelve monthly activity guides. This
activity serves as a prairie animal and definition cross reference.
Labels found on pages 6 & 7 are to be trimmed and placed
accordingly in the appropriate provided on pages 2 through 5.

Pages 2 & 3:

Match the animal definition card to the correct
picture.

Pages 4 & 5:

Match the picture to the correct animal definition
description.

Pages 6 & 7:

Pictures and labels to be cut out to be used for
matching.

Pages 8 & 9:

Answer Guide
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Find the Animal Definition Label
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.

Find the Animal Picture

My scientific name is bos bison. I am an herbivore because I eat grasses and sedges. I have a large head and
small curving horns. My dark coat is long and shaggy in the front part of my body. The rest of my fur is short
and fine. I am about 6 feet tall when measured at my shoulder. I weigh between 900 to 2,000 pounds and
can live from 18 to 22 years in the wild. I am also known as the buffalo and am the largest land mammal in
North America.
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My scientific name is haliaeetus leucocoephalus. I am the only eagle that is unique to North America. I have
a while head, brown body, a hooked bill and my feet are yellow. I rarely flap my wings. Instead, I open my
majestic wingspan and soar. I am a carnivore because I eat fish, carrion, small birds and rodents. I weigh
close to 14 pounds. I am close to 3 feet tall. My wingspan stretches almost 7 feet wide. I can live to be
between 20 to 30 years old.

My scientific name is mephitis memphitis. I am an omnivore; actually I’m a nocturnal forager, which means I
dig at night to find fruits, plants, insects, larval worms, eggs, reptiles and small mammals to eat. I nest in
burrows and hollow logs. I am famous for my powerful predator repellant
– a hard-to-remove-foul-smelling
www.debbiegonzales.com
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spray. When I turn around and release my spray the mist can travel as far as 10 feet away!
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Matching Labels and Pictures to Cut Out and Placed Accordingly

I am an omnivore because I eat bugs, spiders, plants, and small animals. My skin is dry and scaly.
I have four legs, clawed feet, and a long tail. If you look closely you can see my outside ear
opening on the sides of my head. I use my eyes to find food. I have jaws with teeth…and even
have teeth on the roof of my mouth!
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My scientific name is bos bison. I am an herbivore because I eat grasses and sedges. I have a large head and
small curving horns. My dark coat is long and shaggy in the front part of my body. The rest of my fur is short
and fine. I am about 6 feet tall when measured at my shoulder. I weigh between 900 to 2,000 pounds and
can live from 18 to 22 years in the wild. I am also known as the buffalo and am the largest land mammal in
North America.

My scientific name is mephitis memphitis. I am an omnivore; actually I’m a nocturnal forager, which means I
dig at night to find fruits, plants, insects, larval worms, eggs, reptiles and small mammals to eat. I nest in
burrows and hollow logs. I am famous for my powerful predator repellant – a hard-to-remove-foul-smelling
spray. When I turn around and release my spray the mist can travel as far as 10 feet away!

My scientific name is puma concolor. I am a carnivore because I eat both large mammals such as deer and
smaller mammals like mice, squirrels and rabbits. I am also known as the panther, bobcat, mountain lion,
and the catamount. I am the largest wildcat in North America. I can leap as high as 15 feet in the air and as
far as 40 feet in a sprint. I measure slightly over 2 feet high at my shoulders and weigh between 110 to 160
pounds.

My scientific name is stix occidentailis caurina. I am carnivore because I eat squirrels, rats, mice, rodents,
birds, insects and reptiles. I am nocturnal, which means that I am awake at night and sleep during the day. I
am about 18 inches tall. My wingspan is about 48 inches wide. I weigh between 1 to 2 pounds. I can live in
the wild for close to 10 years and from 5 to 20 years in captivity.

My scientific name is grus canadensis. I make my home in open marshes, bogs, wet grasslands, and
meadows. I do not breed until I am 7 years old. I can live up to 20 years with my mate, who I stay with all
year old. I am an omnivore because I eat plants and animals. I eat grains, seed, insects, and small
vertebrates. My hatchings are covered with down, walk almost as soon as they hatch from the egg, and can
feed themselves within one day.
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My scientific name is odocoileus virginianus. I get my name from the white underside of my tail, which you
can see when I sense danger. I am an omnivore because I graze on leaves, nuts, twigs, grass, corn, alfalfa,
lichens, and fungus. I am nocturnal, which means that I am awake most of the night. You might see me
browsing around at dawn or dusk busily looking for food. I can sprint up to 30 miles and hour and leap 10
feet high, especially when I am being chased by a bobcat.

My scientific name is Vulpes vulpes. I am a solitary hunter – a carnivore. Though I really like to eat
mice, rabbits, and birds, I will eat fruit, vegetable, fish, frogs and worms. I live for up to 4 years. I
have red-brown fur and yellow or brown eyes. My tail is very important to m because it helps me
stay balanced and keep me warm in the cold wintertime.
My scientific name is tympanchus cupido. I am an herbivore because I eat seeds. I make my nest on the
ground. My hatchlings are downy and are able to follow me after they are born. I am famous for my mating
dance because I raise ear-like feathers over my head, inflate orange sacs on the sides of my throat and strut
around while making a deep, honking sound. I am about 17 inches long and weigh between 1 ½ to 3 ½
pounds.

My scientific name is cynomys ludovicianus. I am an omnivore because I eat grasses, sedges, flowering
plants, roots, seeds, and insects. I am 12 inches high when I stand upright and can weigh up to 3 pounds. I
live in a complicated network of tunnels I’ve dug in the ground. I am very social and live in close knit families
known as ‘coteries’. Together we enjoy our tunneled rooms for sleeping, rearing our young, storing food and
eliminating waste.

My scientific name is mus musculus. While I am an herbivore and eat only plants such as grains
and fruit, I am a stable diet for many small carnivores! Even though I have poor eyesight, I am
remarkably adaptable to most environments. Maybe this is due to my keen sense of hearing. I
rely on my sense of smell to locate food and to avoid predators.

Answer Guide

My scientific name is haliaeetus leucocoephalus. I am the only eagle that is unique to North America. I have
a while head, brown body, a hooked bill and my feet are yellow. I rarely flap my wings. Instead, I open my
majestic wingspan and soar. I am a carnivore because I eat fish, carrion, small birds and rodents. I weigh
close to 14 pounds. I am close to 3 feet tall. My wingspan stretches almost 7 feet wide. I can live to be
between 20 to 30
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small curving horns. My dark coat is long and shaggy in the front part of my body. The rest of my fur is short
and fine. I am about 6 feet tall when measured at my shoulder. I weigh between 900 to 2,000 pounds and
can live from 18 to 22 years in the wild. I am also known as the buffalo and am the largest land mammal in
North America.

My scientific name is puma concolor. I am a carnivore because I eat both large mammals such as deer and
smaller mammals like mice, squirrels and rabbits. I am also known as the panther, bobcat, mountain lion,
and the catamount. I am the largest wildcat in North America. I can leap as high as 15 feet in the air and as
far as 40 feet in a sprint. I measure slightly over 2 feet high at my shoulders and weigh between 110 to 160
pounds.
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My scientific name is haliaeetus leucocoephalus. I am the only eagle that is unique to North America. I have
a while head, brown body, a hooked bill and my feet are yellow. I rarely flap my wings. Instead, I open my
majestic wingspan and soar. I am a carnivore because I eat fish, carrion, small birds and rodents. I weigh
close to 14 pounds. I am close to 3 feet tall. My wingspan stretches almost 7 feet wide. I can live to be
between 20 to 30 years old.

My scientific name is mephitis memphitis. I am an omnivore; actually I’m a nocturnal forager, which means I
dig at night to find fruits, plants, insects, larval worms, eggs, reptiles and small mammals to eat. I nest in
burrows and hollow logs. I am famous for my powerful predator repellant – a hard-to-remove-foul-smelling
spray. When I turn around and release my spray the mist can travel as far as 10 feet away!

My scientific name is grus canadensis. I make my home in open marshes, bogs, wet grasslands, and
meadows. I do not breed until I am 7 years old. I can live up to 20 years with my mate, who I stay with all
year old. I am an omnivore because I eat plants and animals. I eat grains, seed, insects, and small
vertebrates. My hatchings are covered with down, walk almost as soon as they hatch from the egg, and can
feed themselves within one day.
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Prairie Storms Food Chain
A Food Chain is a sequence of living things that show how
different organisms – producers, herbivores, omnivores, and
carnivores – use the next, usually the lower member of the food
sequence, as a food source.
Producers are the organisms at the lowest level of the food chain
– plants – which provide energy for all of those above.
Herbivores are animals that feed on plants.
Omnivores eat both plants and meat.
Carnivores eat meat.
On the following pages students have the opportunity to sort and
classify the various organisms living on the prairie according to their
level on the food chain; the clues for each have been presented on
various monthly activity guides.
Printed on page 3 is the Matching Guide. One suggestion is to print it
on cardstock and laminate, or you may simply print it on copy paper to
be used as a pasting guide for the pictures printed on page 3.
The pictures on page 3 are intended to be trimmed and used as sorting
pieces to be categorized under the correct area of the food chain.
Page 4 serves as an answer guide.
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Prairie Storms Food Chain
Matching Guide
Carnivores

Omnivores

Herbivores

Producers
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Prairie Storms Food Chain
The pictures on this page are intended to be trimmed and used as
sorting pieces to be categorized under the correct area of the food
chain matching guide.
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Prairie Storms Food Chain
Answer Guide
Carnivores:
•

Red Fox (May)

•

Bald Eagle (November)

•

Cougar (October)

•

Lizard (August)

•

Owls (September)

Omnivores:
•

Prairie Dog (April)

•

Sand Hill Crane (March)

•

Skunk (July)

•

Beetles (August)

Herbivores:
•

Bison (December)

•

White-tailed Deer (June)

•

Prairie Chicken (January)

•

Mouse (May)

•

Ground Hog (February)

Producers:
•

Side oats

•

Purple Cone Flower

•

Bottle Brush Grass

•

Red Poppy (May)

•

Indian Grass
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